Introduce mechanism to limit the number/show more of contributions

For example, https://extensions.libreoffice.org/en/extensions/show/7 done by Olivier lists ~30 other extensions, which draws the focus on less important information and makes it hard to get to the feedback part. I suggest to show only 3 with a left/right scrolling feature.

having such a large number of extensions is the exception, not the rule, so adjusting prio, might fall over into next quarter. Adding pagination (the silverstripe terminology for splitting a list into configurable-size chunks) certainly is doable and should be straightforward. Alternatively javascript/css that just hides the additional items in overflow and reveals them when scrolling.

did limit that now to show only 6 entries, so in other words two rows for large windows/three rows for smaller ones - randomized. As mentioned won't have much of an impact for most users, only very few accounts have more than three, let alone six extensions.

Works nicely but I miss the "browsing" capability. Use case is "Benjamin want's to look through all of Eve's theming extensions to get an inspiration what to install" and by "theming" I think about the past Mozilla Persona thing. So a next/previous is needed (and I would not randomize the view but provide the usual sorting feature).

added pagination to the list of users' extension, kept the limit of max. 6 to show at once.
LGTM